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Ridgid impact driver bits

Whether you are a professional contractor or DIYer when it comes to drilling and driving you know the frustration that can come from using or rather trying to use bad bits or bit accessories. Not to mention the deterioration of searching for the one bit you need and happen to be missing to remove a fastner. If this sounds familiar go ahead
and take a look at RIDGID's new drill and driving kit for you or maybe a Holiday Stocking Stuffer for Pro or DIYer in your life. Interested in more gifts for the special tool Junky in your life, check out the ACC 2013 Holiday Tool Gift Guide. RIDGID Impact Rated Bits and Drill Bit Sets are absolutely professional quality, and although there are
great extensive sets for the serious DIYer or homeowner, many of the features are aimed directly at the professional consumer. Drill Bit Sets RIDGID offers 4 NEW power ready drill bit sets that we know can meet your needs, whether this is one of many sets you have purchased in your lifetime or this is your first drill bit set. 24-Piece
IMPACT RATED Driving Bits (about $9.99) Includes an effect clear bit sleeve and 15 bits, in addition to 7 impact bits and 1 Philips #1 impact clear extension bit. This set contains all the bits professionals look most at jobit in all the right sizes (Philips, Square, and Star). 28 Piece IMPACT RATED Driving Bits (about $14.99) Contains 25 bits
to run the most common job-site screws (Philips, Square, and Star), including 5 extra-long bits to access the hard-to-reach screws. The expansion bits #2 Philips, Square and Star Bits #1 and #3 Philips. Finally, the kit includes 3 impact clear bits for driving bolt style screws like Truss Loks in 1/4, 5/16, and 3/8 sizes. 12 Piece Drill Bits
(about $9.99) Contains 12 Impact Ready Drill bits with specially designed with a tapered web to withstand the torque of an impact drill. The drill bits are also long enough to drill through 2x material. The range of bits includes 7/64, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, and 1/4. 24 Piece Drilling and Driving Bits (approximately $16.99) This impact clear driving
and drilling set includes a combination of 12 strokes of clear Torque Zone driving bits for driving the most common job-site screws (Philips, Square, and Star) and 12 impact clear borebits (7/64, 1/8, 5/32, 3/16, and 1/4). Torque Zone RIDGID, like many other companies, have changed their bits to withstand the high torque applied through
Impact Drivers, which wreak havoc on traditional bits. With a unique and flexible center section twisting the bits when the driver engages, the driver's first jolt. Unlike some other companies RIDGID has developed proprietary steel developed to withstand high torque applications. Between The Moment Zone engaging and disconnecting bits
smoothly, which helps prevent stripping and wear, and Proprietary steel, RIDGID extends the life of your bits! Performance These bit sets include all the right bits, and they work exceptionally well. Absolutely professional quality and at a highly competitive price. Bits are well made and pair well with screws, the black matte finish rubs
quickly, although it looks cool. I love Impact Ready Drill bits for pre-drilling split prone material during fastening or even have the option to use your driver for drilling when you don't have a drill handy or don't want to use both tools at once. Overall Impression Bits and Drill Bits are one thing you don't think of too often when considering a
new tool purchase, but a complete set of bits can be refreshing on the job-site when changing screws or a specialty head used. And as a homeowner who has a complete set is essential when you take on a project, this is a tool I guess accessories you will always need. The competitive price of RIDGID products will always be an important
factor when considering their tools. High quality and high value! Check out these bits for a great gift this holiday season or a much needed re-stock of your bit inventory, you won't be disappointed! If you enjoyed this post, be sure to subscribe to my RSS feed! £33.95 £33.95 £48.54 £48.54 £14.35 £14.35 £14.90 £14.90 Visit the help
section or contact us We use cookies to ensure we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue, you agree with our policy statement. We use cookies to ensure that we provide you with the best experience on our website. If you continue, you agree with our policy statement. We use cookies to ensure that we provide you
with the best experience on our website. If you continue, you agree with our policy statement. We use cookies to ensure that we provide you with the best experience on our website. If you continue, you agree with our policy statement. We use cookies to ensure that we provide you with the best experience on our website. If you continue,
you agree with our policy statement. We use cookies to ensure that we provide you with the best experience on our website. If you continue, you agree with our policy statement. AC10D43 NO FURTHER DISCOUNTS Perfect for basic fastening application includes: nut setters, Philips, Square, Castle, Torx, and Hex driving bits 43 piece
Perfect for basic fastening application include: nut setters, Philips, Square, Castle, Torx and Hex run bits 43 piece Brand RIDGID Mode New pack length (In.) 9.9 Pack width (In.) 2 Pack Height (In.) 11 Pack Weight (Lbs.) 1.5 Count 43 Warranty No applicable warranty This drive bit set is perfect for fastening and includes the common drive
bit types. This driving bit kit includes nut setters, Philips, Square, Castle, Torx, and Hex Bits. HOW WE USE COOKIES: We use cookies and similar technologies to improve our content for you and to provide promotional messages and offers on content that is relevant to you. You can find more specific information about how we use
cookies and to change your cookie preferences in our cookie notice. Understand and will not see this message again? Click X to close this message. HOW WE USE COOKIES: We use cookies and similar technologies to improve our website, to customize website content for you, and to provide advertising messages and offers on content
relevant to you. You can find more specific information about how we use cookies and to change your cookie preferences in our cookie notice. Understand and will not see this message again? Click X to close this message. × ×
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